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The 2016 Kumamoto earthquakes aused serious building damage in Mashiki town.5

Sine two large earthquakes ourred within an interval of 28 hours, it is dif�ult6

to separate the damage aused by eah of these earthquakes. We analyzed aerial7

photos of the enter of Mashiki town taken before and after the seond event, whih8

allow us to separate the damage due to the two earthquakes. Our analysis shows that9

building damage was onentrated espeially on the river terrae of the Akitsu river,10

and there were almost no ollapsed buildings in the south of the damaged area. The11

pattern of damage distribution of the two events was similar, whih suggests that12

the damage to the wooden buildings was aused by loal onditions. The analysis13

of past aerial photos showed that the heterogeneity of the damage distribution is14

dif�ult to explain by only the building age. The ause of this heterogeneity was15

found to be not due to an earthquake faulting effet, but due to a ombination of16

building seismi performane and loal site onditions.17

INTRODUCTION18

The 2016 Kumamoto earthquake sequene onsists of two major earthquakes that ourred in19

Kumamoto, loated in the southern part of Japan, in April 2016. The �rst earthquake ourred20

at 21:26 on April 14. The foal depth was 11 km, the JMA (Japan Meteorologial Ageny)21

magnitude was 6.5, and the highest JMA seismi intensity reorded was 7 in Mashiki town22

(Japan Meteorologial Ageny, 2016). The seond and larger earthquake ourred 28 hours23

after the �rst event, at 01:25 on April 16. The foal depth was 12 km, the JMA magnitude24

was 7.3, and the highest JMA seismi intensity reorded was also 7 in Mashiki town (Japan25

Meteorologial Ageny, 2016).26

Mashiki town, loated about 10 km northeast of the epienters, was heavily damaged by27
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these earthquakes, and 7 and 12 people were killed in the town after the �rst and seond earth-28

quakes, respetively, due to the ollapse of houses (Nishinippon Shimbun Website, 2016). As29

there was only 28 hours between the earthquakes, it is dif�ult to separate the damage resulting30

from eah of the two earthquakes.31

In this study, we analyzed aerial photos taken before, after, and during the interval of the32

two events (Geospatial Information Authority of Japan, 2016a), whih allowed us to separate33

the damage due to the earthquakes on April 14 and 16. We ompared these photos and identi�ed34

the distribution of ollapsed buildings for the two earthquakes. We then ompared these results35

to �eld survey results to on�rm the auray of the photo analysis. Finally, we disussed the36

ause of the heterogeneous damage distribution, suh as fault surfae rupture, subsurfae soil37

ampli�ation, and the seismi performane of buildings.38

EARTHQUAKES AND STRONGMOTION39

Figure 1 shows the JMA seismi intensity and aftershok distribution for the April 16 event.40

The main fault trends in the SW�NE diretion (Yagi et al., 2016; Asano and Iwata, 2016).41

Strong motions were reorded along the fault, espeially in Mashiki town and Nishihara village,42

where the reorded shaking intensity was 7, whih is the highest intensity rating on the JMA43

sale. Small surfae rupture (40 m) was observed at the enter of Mashiki town (Geospatial44

Information Authority of Japan, 2016a; Goda et al., 2016), indiated by the red lines shown45

in Figure 2. Therefore, the losest distane to the fault was less than 1 km from the enter of46

Mashiki.47

Figure 3 shows the horizontal veloity waveforms for the April 14 and 16 events (Japan Me-48

teorologial Ageny, 2016; NIED, 2016) and the loations of the stations are shown in Figure49

2. Strong motions of the April 16 event are larger than those of the April 14 event; the PGVs50

at Mashiki townhall are 135 and 176 m/s for the April 14 and 16 events, respetively. Figure51

2 also shows the seismi intensity reorded at these stations in square symbols. The intensity52

was 6.5 at the KiK-net Mashiki station in the northern part of the town with higher elevation,53

and 6.8 at Mashiki townhall. Note that all intensities shown are for the JMA sale, and were54

omputed from the strong motion reords. JMA intensity 7 orresponds to 11-12 on the MMI55

sale (Kunugi, 2000).56

This ground motions are larger than the design level in the Japanese building standard law.57

The pseudo veloity response spetrum at Mashiki townhall is larger than the design spetrum58
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at periods greater than 0.5 s for both the April 14 and 16 events and more than twie as large as59

the design level at 1�1.5 s (Committee to analyze auses of building damage in the Kumamoto60

earthquake, 2016). Therefore, severe damage would be expeted in Mashiki town.61

The geographial ondition of the area is the �oodplain and river terrae of the Akitsu river62

(Figure 4). The town was already developed in the Meiji era along Route 28 in the EW diretion63

on the river terrae, and the lower �oodplain was used as rie �elds (Nagaki et al., 2009). In64

the 1970s, the village was expanded in the NS diretion, and the lower �oodplain was also used65

as residential areas. In reent times, all of the �oodplain north of the Akitsu river has been66

developed as residential areas.67

AERIAL PHOTO ANALYSIS68

We used aerial photos of Mashiki town taken before and after the earthquakes to identify the69

ollapsed buildings and age of the buildings. We also used a loal house map (Zenrin Dijitown),70

whih indiates the owners of houses and the usage of buildings in three ategories (house, shop,71

other). We exluded housing omplexes (suh as apartments) from our analysis as these tend72

to be large strutures. We foused on wooden strutures and exluded strutures onstruted73

of other materials, suh as steel and reinfored onrete strutures. The struture type was74

estimated by onsidering the shape of the roof. In this study, we foused on the enter of75

Mashiki town (north of the Akitsu river) shown in Figure 2.76

DETECTION OF COLLAPSED BUILDINGS77

The Geospatial Information Authority of Japan provided high-resolution aerial photos ofMashiki78

town on April 15 and 16, immediately after the two earthquakes (Geospatial Information Au-79

thority of Japan, 2016a). The photos overed the damaged area in Mashiki town shown in80

Figure 2, and allowed separating the damage due to the April 14 and 16 events. We ompared81

these photos with the aerial image appearing on Google Earth, and visually deteted ollapsed82

buildings from eah photo. We de�ned the following onditions to determine whether a build-83

ing was ollapsed: 1) the edge of the building was distorted, 2) the enterline of the roof was84

tilted, or 3) debris was observed around the building.85
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ESTIMATION OF BUILDING AGE86

In order to estimate the building age, we ompared aerial photos taken in previous years. We87

obtained aerial photos of Mashiki town taken in 1967, 1975, 1982, 1986, 1997, and 200888

(Geospatial Information Authority of Japan, 2016b). These photos were ompared with the89

urrent aerial view appearing on Google Earth to estimate the building age. In omparing a past90

photo with the view on Google Earth, we de�ned that the building appearing on Google Earth91

was onstruted after the year when the past photo was taken if the roof had a new shape, or if92

the house did not appear in the past photo. The building onstrution year was thereby lassi�ed93

into the following periods: (1) before 1967, (2) 1967�1975, (3) 1975�1982, (4) 1982�1986, (5)94

1986�1997, (6) 1997�2008, and (7) after 2008.95

FIELD SURVEY96

A joint team from Kyoto University, NEWJEC In., and the Building Researh Institute on-97

duted a �eld survey of damaged buildings in Mashiki town from June 10�13, 2016, two months98

after the earthquake (Yamada et al., 2016a,b; Hayashida et al., 2016). We used these results to99

on�rm the auray of the damage distribution determined from our aerial photo analysis. The100

survey was onduted in the area between Route 28 and the Akitsu river shown in Figure 5.101

Aftershok observations were also arried out at the same time at eight sites.102

DAMAGE SURVEY OF WOODEN STRUCTURES103

The damage ondition of eah building was determined by the team aording to the damage104

pattern hart for wooden strutures proposed by Okada and Takai (2000). Using this riteria, the105

damage experiened by buildings was lassi�ed into four ategories: D0 (no damage), D1�D3106

(partially ollapsed), D4 (totally ollapsed), and D5 (story failure). D4 buildings have serious107

damage of strutural elements, suh as tilt of the struture, and annot be used. D5 buildings108

have story failure, i.e., one or more stories or the whole building ollapsed.109

The team visually inspeted the extent of the damage and reorded the damage levels on the110

loal house map. They also reorded the usage of the struture (house, store, of�e, storage,111

et.) and the strutural type (wood, steel, RC, et.). For onsisteny with our photo analysis,112

we foused on the �eld survey results for wooden strutures other than housing omplexes. The113

total number of surveyed buildings was 1,114 of whih 73 non-wooden buildings were not used114
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for the analysis.115

AFTERSHOCK OBSERVATION116

In order to understand the loal site responses and estimate the shaking distribution for the117

earthquakes, the team installed seismometers and observed aftershoks during the period of118

the �eld survey. A ombination of JEP-6A3 sensors made by Mitsutoyo and LS-8800 loggers119

made by Hakusan were used for the reordings. Three omponent aelerations were measured120

ontinuously at the eight sites, shown by the triangles in Figure 2. The sampling frequeny was121

200 Hz and the ut-off frequeny of the high-ut �lter was 30 Hz. The observed reords inlude122

an earthquake ourring at 22:08 on June 12, with a JMA magnitude of 4.3 and a depth of 7123

km. The seismi intensity reorded at Mashiki town hall was 1 for this earthquake.124

RESULTS125

DAMAGE DISTRIBUTION FROM PHOTOS AND FIELD SURVEY126

Figures 6 and 7 show the damage distributions identi�ed from the aerial photo analysis before127

and after the April 16 event. The olor of eah irle indiates the ratio of ollapsed buildings128

within a radius of 50 m. Eah irle onstitutes a grid point with an interval of 0.00025

◦
(about129

25 m). The grid points with at least 10 buildings are shown in the �gures.130

We analyzed 2,915 buildings and identi�ed 78 and 378 ollapsed buildings after the April131

14 and 16 events, respetively. Although the number of damaged buildings from the April 16132

event was about four times more than that from the April 14 event, the pattern of the distribution133

of the damaged area was similar. The most heavily damaged parts were loated in the northern134

part of the area between Route 28 and the Akitsu river.135

Figure 5 shows the ratio of D5 (story failure) buildings to all buildings, deteted from the136

�eld survey. The distribution of D5 buildings was in a good agreement with our photo analysis137

shown in Figure 7. This is onsistent with our expetation that most of the ollapsed buildings138

identi�ed from the aerial photos were story-ollapsed buildings.139

We ompared the damage ondition of eah building from the �eld survey and aerial photo140

analysis, and the results are shown in Table 1 (see also Figures 8, 9, and 10). The total number141

of buildings that surveyed by both the �eld survey and photo analysis was 1,041. The ollapsed142

buildings identi�ed from the photo analysis mostly orrespond to the D5 buildings (202 out143
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of 233 detetions, 87%). However, there were a signi�ant number of damaged buildings not144

deteted from the aerial photos (79 buildings), or falsely determined as damaged (31 buildings).145

In general, D4 and D5 buildings are lassi�ed as totally ollapsed buildings in the damage146

survey (Okada and Takai, 2000). Using this de�nition, there should have been 439 totally147

ollapsed buildings (158 of D4 and 281 of D5), however, only 233 totally ollapsed buildings148

were identi�ed by the photo analysis. We heked the buildings that were lassi�ed as fully149

ollapsed in our photo analysis but that were lassi�ed as D1�D3 (partially ollapsed) in the150

�eld survey. Seven of these had serious damage to their roofs, whih aused us to lassify them151

as fully ollapsed in the photo analysis. In addition, two of these were not aessible from the152

publi road, so in the �eld survey the damage ondition was determined from only one side of153

the buildings. The aerial photo showed substantial debris around the buildings, whih suggested154

that the atual damage ondition might have been more serious than that determined by the �eld155

survey. Therefore, one of the advantages of photo analysis is that ertain aspets of building156

damage an be deteted, whih ould not be seen in the �eld survey.157

DAMAGE RATIO AND BUILDING AGE158

Figure 11(a) shows the perentage of ollapsed buildings aording to different onstrution159

periods. The damage distribution identi�ed from the aerial photo is used for this analysis. The160

age was estimated using the previous aerial photos, and the distribution in age of the buildings is161

shown in Figure 12. Figure 11(a) shows that there was a strong orrelation between the building162

age and the ollapse ratio, and that the older buildings had higher ollapse ratios. The buildings163

over 50 years old had a very high ollapse ratio of 40%. The number of buildings analyzed164

for the different periods is shown in Figure 11(b). The �gure shows that many buildings were165

onstruted in the 1970s and 1980s, but that new buildings have been ontinually onstruted,166

even during the last 10 years.167

Sine the perentages of damaged buildings onstruted between 1967 and 1986 were sim-168

ilar, we foused on the buildings onstruted during this period to minimize the effet of the169

building age. Figure 13 shows the ratio of the ollapsed buildings only for buildings onstruted170

between 1967 and 1986. Note that only the grid points with more than �ve buildings are shown171

in the �gure. The distribution is very similar to Figure 7, whih suggests that the damage dis-172

tribution was aused not only by the age of the buildings, but also by other loal onditions.173
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STRONGMOTION DISTRIBUTION FOR THE AFTERSHOCK ON JUNE 12174

The triangle symbols in Figure 2 show the seismi intensity for the Mj 4.3 aftershok that o-175

urred on June 12. The observed intensity had a lose orrelation with the topography exept176

for station S5. Stations S1 and S2, losest to the Akitsu river and onsidered to be loated on177

thik sediments, reorded larger ground motions. Stations S7 and S8, at higher elevation, ex-178

periened smaller ampli�ation and reorded smaller ground motions. Stations S3 and S6 have179

site properties that are intermediate between these two groups. The pattern of site ampli�ations180

was also learly visible in the frequeny domain. Figure 14 shows the Fourier amplitude spetra181

of the EW omponent for ertain seleted sites. S1 and S2 experiened higher ampli�ation in182

the 1�2 Hz range ompared to S7 and S8, while S3 and S6 experiened moderate ampli�ation183

in the same frequeny range.184

DISCUSSION185

We found that the damage distribution in Mashiki town was very heterogeneous, and heavy186

damage was onentrated in the northern part of the area between Route 28 and the Akitsu187

river. There were almost no ollapsed buildings south of the damaged area, where we expeted188

a larger site ampli�ation sine they are lose to the river. This raises important questions189

regarding the possible auses of the heterogeneous damage from the Kumamoto earthquakes.190

The loal level of damage is not stritly related to the soil stiffness of the sites.191

The similarity of the pattern of damage after the April 14 and April 16 earthquakes, shown192

in Figures 6 and 7, respetively, suggests that the damage of the wooden strutures was aused193

by the loal onditions, suh as the seismi performane of the buildings or the subsurfae soil194

strutures, rather than the effets from the earthquake soure. Small surfae ruptures (red lines195

shown in Figure 2) appeared after the April 16 event very lose to the damaged area (Geospatial196

Information Authority of Japan, 2016a), but this surfae rupture was not observed on April 15,197

during the interval between the April 14 and 16 events (Shirahama et al., 2016). Therefore,198

it is dif�ult to explain the similar pattern of damage distribution as due to the effets of the199

surfae rupture, suh as stati deformation or the hanging wall effet. The age of the buildings200

is observed to have an effet on the damage distribution (Figure 11), but annot ompletely201

explain all of the observed aspets in Figure 13. The �gure shows that the heterogeneity exists202

even when the buildings are of similar age.203

One of the possible interpretations is that this heterogeneity was aused by the differene in204
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ground motions due to the different subsurfae soil response. Figure 2 shows the site response205

for the aftershok on June 12. For this aftershok the site ampli�ation is related to the softness206

of the soil onditions with stations S1 and S2 showing the strongest ampli�ation. If the same207

pattern holds for the large earthquakes on April 14 and 16, we would expet to see the highest208

level of damage in the area of S1 and S2. However, the �eld survey indiates that the ground209

motions during the large earthquakes, at least in the frequeny range ausing strutural damage,210

were smaller in the area of S1 and S2. This may be due to a nonlinear effet of the subsurfae211

soil struture (Idriss and Seed, 1968). S1 and S2 stations are loated on the �oodplain (see Fig-212

ure 4), in an area of thik sediments with low shear wave veloity in the subsurfae soil. These213

soil strutures may show nonlinear effets during strong shaking that redue the ampli�ation214

for strong shaking (Aki, 1993; Wen et al., 1994). Further investigation and analysis is neessary215

to on�rm this assumption.216

Estimating damage from remote sensing data, suh as satellite photography, has been widely217

performed reently (Booth et al., 2011; Foulser-Piggott et al., 2016). Comparing the damage218

levels found in the �eld survey and photo analysis showed that photo analysis is a reasonable219

method to identify story-ollapsed buildings (D5), but it is dif�ult to identify D4 buildings220

(tilted buildings without story ollapse). Figure 15 shows examples of the damage level deter-221

mined from the photo analysis and �eld survey. The story ollapsed building in Figure 15(a)222

was easily identi�ed by the aerial photo, but the damage of the tilted building in Figure 15(b)223

was not seen in the vertially taken photo, although it was very lear from the �eld survey.224

Using omparisons with the �eld survey, the number of totally ollapsed buildings that were225

deteted from the photo analysis, was about half the number observed in the �eld.226

It is noteworthy that the building ode for wooden strutures was signi�antly altered in227

1981 and 2000. Buildings onstruted after these years have, in general, improved seismi228

performane in Japan. Committee to analyze auses of building damage in the Kumamoto229

earthquake (2016) showed the perentages of D5 buildings at the enter of Mashiki were 28%,230

9%, and 2% for the buildings before 1981, between 1981 and 2000, and after 2000, respetively.231

These numbers are in good agreement with our result in Figure 11(a). However, our results232

using a narrower period of the building age showed the effet of the hanges of the building ode233

was not as signi�ant as the aging effet. The building age seems to have more in�uene on234

the seismi performane than the differene in the building ode. Committee to analyze auses235

of building damage in the Kumamoto earthquake (2016) also reported that 70% of inspeted236

wooden strutures built after 1981 had insuf�ient metal joints. This may also be one of the237
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reason why the effet of the building ode on the seismi performane was not so lear.238

The Kumamoto earthquakes represent a unique sequene with two strong shakings above239

the design level due to losely-spaed earthquakes in both time and spae. Our aerial photo240

analysis suessfully separated the ollapse due to the �rst and seond events, but it was not241

lear how the �rst earthquake hanged the fragility of the buildings, i.e., whether the same242

damage is expeted if the seond earthquake ourred without the �rst one. Aording to the243

report (Committee to analyze auses of building damage in the Kumamoto earthquake, 2016),244

the response analysis with the disrete element method showed the wooden strutures built after245

2000 were expeted to ollapse for the shaking levels of the April 16 event. Therefore, although246

the degradation due to the �rst event was not lear, the seond event was strong enough to ause247

the signi�ant damage.248

CONCLUSIONS249

We analyzed the aerial photos of Mashiki town taken before and after the two Kumamoto earth-250

quakes that ourred on April 14 and 16 to identify the damage due to the earthquakes. The251

building damage was onentrated in the town enter, espeially the northern part of the area be-252

tween Route 28 and the Akitsu river. The spatial patterns of ollapsed buildings from the April253

14 and 16 events were quite similar, whih suggests that the damage to the wooden buildings254

was aused by loal onditions, suh as the seismi performane of the buildings or the subsur-255

fae soil strutures. Our photo analysis using past aerial photos shows that the older buildings256

have a higher ollapse ratio throughout the area. The ause of the damage heterogeneity was257

likely not due to an earthquake soure effet, but probably due to a ombination of the loal site258

onditions and age of buildings.259

There is a strong orrelation between the age of buildings and ollapse ratio. However, the260

hanges in the building ode in 1981 and 2000 had smaller effet on the ollapse ratio than the261

aging degradation. The building age seems to have more in�uene on the seismi performane262

than the differenes in the building ode.263

Aerial photo analysis is a goodmethod to identify story-ollapsed buildings, but it is dif�ult264

to identify severely damaged buildings without story ollapse. The number of totally ollapsed265

buildings estimated in the photo analysis was about half the number observed from the �eld266

survey.267
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Table 1. Error matrix of the damage level from the �eld survey and photo analysis.

Field survey

Total

D0 D1-D3 D4 D5

Photo analysis

standing 371 222 136 79 808

ollapsed 0 9 22 202 233

Total 371 231 158 281 1041

7

6+

6-

5+

5-

4

3

2

120km

Mashiki Seismic

Intensity

April 14 event

April 16 event

Aftershock

June 12 event

(b)

Kumamoto

Figure 1. JMA seismi intensity (olored squares) for the April 16 event and aftershok distribution on

April 16, 2016 (gray irles). The stars show the epienters of the April 14, 16 and June 12 events.
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Figure 2. Topographi map of Mashiki town with JMA seismi intensity of April 16 event (square sym-

bols) and aftershok on June 12 (triangle symbols). The red lines show the surfae rupture (Geologial

Survey of Japan, 2016).
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Figure 3. Veloity waveforms for (a) April 14 and (b) April 16 event. Loations of the stations are

shown in Figure 2.
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V: valley plain

F: fan and talus

T4: terrace surface 4

T5: terrace surface 5

H4: low relief hill composed of pyroclastic flow deposits 

P: surface of pyroclastic flow plateau
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Figure 4. Geomorphologial map of Mashiki town (Geologial Survey of Japan, AIST, 2017).
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Figure 5. Ratio of D5 (story-ollapsed) wooden buildings deteted from the �eld survey onduted in

June 2016. The square and triangle symbols are the same stations as those indiated in Figure 2.
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Figure 6. Ratio of ollapsed buildings deteted from the aerial photo analysis before the April 16 event.

The square and triangle symbols are the same stations as those indiated in Figure 2.
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Figure 7. Ratio of ollapsed buildings deteted from the aerial photo analysis after the April 16 event.

The square and triangle symbols are the same stations as those indiated in Figure 2.
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Figure 8. Distribution of damaged buildings deteted from the �eld survey onduted in June 2016.

Colors show the damage level.
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Figure 9. Distribution of ollapsed buildings deteted from the aerial photo analysis before the April 16

event.
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Figure 10. Distribution of ollapsed buildings deteted from the aerial photo analysis after the April 16

event.
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Figure 11. (a) Perentage and (b) number of ollapsed buildings (blak) and standing buildings (gray)

for different building onstrution periods.
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Figure 12. Age of buildings deteted from the aerial photo analysis. Colors show the onstrution

periods.
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Figure 13. Ratio of ollapsed buildings that were onstruted between 1967 and 1986, deteted from

the aerial photo analysis after the April 16 event.
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Figure 14. Fourier amplitude spetrum of EW omponent for the aftershok. Blak line shows the

KiK-net borehole reord, and olored lines show the reords at temporal stations shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 15. Examples of the (a) true positive, (b) false negative, and () true negative of the damage level

from the photo analysis and �eld survey.
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